Exploring the different management structures in nurses responses and treating of patients’ postoperative pain: A qualitative triangulation study
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Abstract

Background: Nurses’ roles are an important aspect of their approaches to pain management and monitoring in the post-operative phase of recovery in a surgical ward. A barrier to successful pain management may be the nurse’s perceptions of the patient in pain, which are confounded by the patterns of communication within individual contexts. We need to study, grasp and understand the complexities of the pain management practice within the context of the surgical ward in order to be able to improve the practices and design appropriate interventions to help patients in need.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to explore nurses’ postoperative pain management practices.

Methods: This qualitative triangulation study was conducted in a surgical ward at a public hospital in Bangkok (Thailand) from 2012 to 2015. We applied four qualitative methods in the study: 1) observations in a postoperative pain management setting (100 hours); 2) in-depth interviews (12 nurses), 3) three focus group discussions (18 nurses), and 4) narratives relating to 69 critical incidents gathered during recurrent visits over a period of ten weeks (9 nurses). Content analysis, as outlined in grounded theory, was applied.

Results: The 40 nursing staff made their observations of the participants by conducting go-along interviews while they worked in the surgical field. The group of nurses comprised of 20 females and 4 males, age-ranged between 21-49 years of age, and their nursing experience ranged from 1-28 years. From our analysis, nurses verified patients’ pain by using double- and triple-control methods to document and record it, thus managing pain by administrative procedures rather than being proactive in providing pain relief. Therefore, communication and information about the patients’ pain and subsequent treatment of postoperative pain caused delays that may hamper the adequate use of available analgesics for pain relief. Levels of experience in communicating between nurses, other professionals, and patients were a main cause of delays in treating and managing pain.

Conclusion: The complex communication system that would improve the communication ways leads to better standards of practice and quality of care.
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1. Introduction
Pain management in a surgical ward is greatly influenced by the cultural context of nursing practices. Published studies link the quality of care provided to the patients’ cultural background, such as their language, religion, and beliefs (1, 2). Nurses’ roles are central to the assessment of symptoms and to giving advice on pain management to patients in the postoperative phase of recovery in a surgical ward (3-5). Furthermore, nurses must function collaboratively with other professionals, such as doctors, pharmacists, and physiotherapists, in a multidisciplinary team (3, 4). A nurse is a healthcare professional who works extremely closely with the patients in each postoperative field. Nurses applied techniques in intervention and pain management that lead to the relief of postoperative pain. Nurses must be aware of the patient’s own knowledge in relation to both their medical background and their individual knowledge, and they should modify the knowledge that they provide to fit with their patient’s understanding (5). It is also important for nurses to have contextual knowledge, which comprises cultural norms, beliefs and attitudes, to help them improve the care they provide in pain management practices. The published findings of other countries on the influence of nursing pain management in a surgical field, led to being effective in improving nurses’ pain knowledge, attitudes, and assessment through a pain education program (4-7). In Thailand, the few studies that have explored the nursing culture in postoperative care, have described them as being routine and almost ritualized, in their approaches to pain management and monitoring in the post-operative phase of recovery in a surgical ward. These include a lack of commitment to implementing new multimodal models of care and drawing on research knowledge and evidence-based practices (8-10). This might explain why these nurses provide insufficient pain management to postoperative patients in hospital. Therefore, the culture of nurses in pain management may play a crucial role in postoperative pain management. The specific objectives of the study were: 1) to explore how nurses assess and manage postoperative pain in surgical ward, 2) to explore the characteristics of nursing care that contribute to the successful and unsuccessful practices in the nurses’ experiences of being situated in the postoperative pain management phase on a surgical ward, and 3) and to explore nurses’ postoperative pain management practices.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Research design
The study employed a methodological triangulation design. Methodological triangulation is a research approach that uses a variety of different data collection methods, and can include secondary data analyses drawing on qualitative data from earlier studies, and other data collected using multi-method triangulation (11-14). Using an alternative qualitative research design to pursue the overall aim of the study adds to its richness. There is knowledge to be gained from engaging in observations and participating with the nurses to explore their approach to assessing and managing patient's pain during the postoperative phase. Understanding the cultural context and having an awareness of cultural sensitivities involves exploring the nurse-patient relationship, their ways of communicating, and the patients’ pain-related health behaviours, as many such situations can be encountered in daily practice (11-15).

2.2. Data collection
The data collection took place in a surgical ward at a public hospital in Bangkok, Thailand (the authors removed the name of the hospital as this might be a risk to potential violation of confidentiality of the data and disclosure of the participants; however, the journal has received the required confirmed information). The data collection took place in a surgical ward at a public hospital in Bangkok, Thailand. Data were collected during 2012-2015, and conducted according to the consolidated criteria for reporting qualitative research (COREQ) as the 32- item checklist for interviews and focus groups recommended by Tong and colleagues (16). Qualitative methods are especially useful when exploring complex phenomena, and the variety of chosen approaches here, may also offer new ways of examining the nurses’ experiences of managing pain. The following approaches were used in this study: 1) making observations of the participants (and conducting go-along interviews) while they worked in the surgical field for a total of 100 hours (17), 2) focus group interviews with 18 nurses, who were divided into three groups of focus-group discussions (FGDs) (18), 3) in-depth interviews (12 nurses) (19), and 4) critical incident interviews with 9 nurses during recurrent visits over a period of ten weeks that collected 69 critical incidents (20). The nurses were chosen in accordance with theoretical sampling as Benner’s nursing theory (21) was used for recruiting participants to the FGDs, in-depth interviews and critical incident interviews. Benner (21) identified that there are five levels of nursing competency. These levels were used to guide the sampling in this study, and nurses were categorized as: novice, when nurses had 1-3 years of working experience; advanced beginners, when nurses had 4-5 years of working experience; and an expert level of competency, when nurses had more than 10 years of working experience. However, of our participants, no one had 6-9 years of working experience to a level of proficient competency. Details on participant characteristics are illustrated in Table 1.
Table 1. Participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Observations</th>
<th>FGDs</th>
<th>Interviews</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range (year)</td>
<td>21-49</td>
<td>21-55</td>
<td>22-50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median (year)</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nursing experience (year)</td>
<td>1-28</td>
<td>1-17</td>
<td>2-29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Data analysis

An inductive approach was employed in conducting the analyses accordance triangulation of data from different sources and times (13, 14). The sequence of the analyses was determined based on the type of data sources, including the participants and the collection method, and then analyzed: first, the observations and participatory data; second, the FGDs; and third, the interviews. Afterwards, all of the observations and interviews were analyzed together to deepen understanding within the postoperative pain management practice. The data analysis method was determined based on the number of participants and the data collection method of each data source. Triangulation of data was used to analyze the multiple data sources within the data analysis process, which consisted of three phases, and using coding elements guided by the observation, FGDs, and interviews (13, 14). Researchers used an inductive method in the first instance, then modified it during the analysis process as well as ensued methods according to a trustworthiness aspect of qualitative research: credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability (22, 23). The authors familiarized themselves with the data by performing analysis continuously throughout each study period. The analysis was combined and discussed by each of the authors until consensus was reached.

2.4. Ethical consideration

The studies were approved by the ethics committee of a public hospital in Thailand (Code: 16/2555). All participants received written information and were fully informed about the aim and design of the study before giving their consent. The participation in this study was voluntary and the participants had the right to exit the study at any time without any question. In addition, they were assured of our policy about the confidentiality of their personal information.

3. Results

The nurses’ responses to the patients in pain were characteristically hindered by cultural issues that influenced the nursing practices. For example, instead of being proactive, they waited for the patients to ask for help, which is a negative element in pain management practices. Being able to influence and control pain is integral to effective postoperative pain management, and being able to recognise the patient in pain and engage with the patient to make pain relief available when the patient needs it is a vital element of the nurse-patient relationship. The nurses' system for responding to a patient in pain was a complex network of communication to assess and manage pain in their practices. The nurses were employed to assess and record pain by using the multiple methods of double / triple control, after which pain management was based on the prescription of pain medication by a physician, which often caused delays. Pain management was also influenced by the nurses’ culture in managing pain, which was influenced by their own experiences of controlling pain and by their engagement in the nurse-patient relationship by promoting trusting and supportive relationships, as well as by the availability of treatment and nursing care when needed.

3.1. Nursing culture in assessing pain scores and managing pain

The nursing practices in assessing pain and managing pain were influenced by their own perceptions of the patients in pain and of pain management. For instance, the essence of Thai-ness in Thai culture was particularly influential and encompassed both pain assessment and pain management. For instance, kreng jai is a typical feature of Thai culture that relates to the idea that the patient has consideration for the nurses’ and the physicians’ feelings, so they often avoid asking them to treat their pain, despite it having high intensity. For example:

As I observed, the nurse stayed with their patient just as long as it would take to wait for an analgesic injection. Yet, she only gave two paracetamol tablets (500 mg) to her patient while telling him that, if he has unrelieved pain, ‘You could tell me again, I will give an analgesic injection to you according the physician’s order.’ (A 48-year-old female nurse with 25 years’ experience)

‘I was just talking to one patient who had bladder cancer ... and was experiencing a lot of pain and his physical expression were to writhe in agony on the bed. I would just try to tell him that he should try to meditate, as I knew, from his background, he had been ordained as a monk, so I just explained and convinced him to keep practising meditation one more time. But after that, I visited him at his bedside, and
The routines of pain assessment involve monitoring pain within the assumption that pain is the fifth vital sign. However, the nurse had distinctly interpreted this patient’s pain intensity and predicted that the patient’s tolerance level was greater than that of others in the nurse’s experience. These pain assessment skills differ with the expert level of competency in that they are more developed than those at a novice nurse’s level or those of nurses’ aides. For this reason, it is important to develop pain assessment skills to provide effective pain management practice.

“In the past I used numerical scores, the tool with the faces scale and the numerical scale, but now they have disappeared or been destroyed. Mostly, I find that nurses’ aides make distinct assessments, which often they only ask their patient while checking their vital signs, such as when the nurses’ aides ask, “Do you feel any pain and what is your pain score?” I understand that some are educated differently, and that they just do it as a routine, then I have to check again, when the nurses’ aides tell me about some of the patients who were in pain and who scored ten. So, then I have to go back and see the patient and assess his pain again before I can give him his medication. Perhaps, the nurses’ aides were not clear when explaining the pain scores to the patient. (In-depth interview: A 38-year-old male nurse with 15 years’ experience)

3.2. Responses to patient-in-pain system

The nurses experienced difficulties in managing postoperative pain as a consequence of the complexity in the system of communication in responding to the patient’s pain. Within this system, the nurses use double- and triple-control methods, of pain assessment tools, to enable them to assess the intensity of their patients’ pain. Furthermore, the nurses must communicate with the whole care team through the relaying of documents and records to carry out effective treatment. Although the nurses’ efforts to communicate levels of pain were often missing within the patients’ self-reported pain, the nurses relied on their own experiences in pain assessment.

In my experience with pain assessment, perhaps, his pain score is eight, but he can manage to sleep well. The pain score is recorded on the graph sheet, so, I have seen the score points on it and the pain sheet covers information about the patient in pain, like a record of how many pain scores and what kind of pain medication. Sometimes, this document does not record that completely, however, we must plot pain scores on the graph sheet every 4 hours. I guess that it could be that, for the patients in pain, it is quite a good method for assessment after we give pain medication. If the pain scores of the patients do not decrease, then I will notify the physicians or consult with the team members about what to do for the patient to relieve his pain. (In-depth interview: A 49-year-old female nurse with 28 years’ experience)

Here, the nurse was responding to the patient’s discomfort and pain: the impact of the psychological responses (such as crying, anger, grinding teeth and jaw clenching) to pain. Many of the participants perceived that the patient’s psychological response to pain worked together with their emotions and behaviors, and could potentially cause a risk to the patients, as one informant expressed:

In my own thoughts, the pain causes more discomfort when the patient has tissue injuries, which causes psychological effects. Such as the patient’s mood has changed and their behaviour changes too, while someone else might express themselves by crying and they do not want to change positions. (FGDs: A 38-year-old female nurse with 15 years’ experiences, G1)

By observing actual situations where pain assessment and pain management was practised in postoperative care, and by conducting go-along interviews, we found that nurses were influenced by their own knowledge and beliefs, which were often culturally sensitive. The actions of the more experienced nurses, by laying down the foundations of nursing culture, allowed their own knowledge to influence nursing practices, particularly in relation to their experiences of the patient in pain, their perception of discomfort, and how this leads to restricted mobility and changes in mood. The nurses explained that they avoided complying with the patient’s self-reported pain intensity in their pain assessment and pain management approaches, and instead, responded to this pain by determining patients’ tolerance for pain in accordance with their own experiences. By adopting this strategy, they might be missing an opportunity to consider their patient’s own experiences. The reasons for delays in treating pain and providing nursing care was that they relied on a multiple method of communication, in using multiple documents to record and report...
pain, and various methods of scoring of pain intensity, which meant that the implementation of measuring their patient’s pain was often insufficient or inappropriate in pain management practice.

3.3. Involving personal experiences to assess pain and managing pain

Within the FGDs with nurses, they revealed that they are allowed to treat their patients’ pain by using prescription medication, which involves relying on their own experiences of pain management. The nurses who were observed carrying out pain management were often likely to wait for their patient to request pain medication rather than ask the patient. They did not apply pain management strategies to assess their patient’s pain; instead, they assessed the patient’s level of pain and engaged in their practices based on their anecdotal experiences in caring for patients. The patients should be encouraged to articulate their own experiences of pain, and nurses should be allowed to prioritise their care to respond to their patients’ needs. However, to actively succeed in managing pain at the nurse’s discretion, such engagement with the patient must also be addressed within the nurse-patient relationship and associated methods of communication. The nurses should respond positively by providing appropriate medication and nursing care when patients report that they are in pain, and they should trust the patient’s voice and their responses to the self-report tool, which is a more accurate assessment of pain.

In my experience of having my own surgery, if the patient admits to having pain, stating “Oh! It's so painful,” it is easy to understand and I know that it is very painful. If the patient requests pain medication, then I must give medication according to the physician’s orders because the patient will recover earlier, which will enable them to leave the hospital bed sooner. In contrast, if the patient’s pain is unrelieved for a long period of time, it is difficult to resolve. So, I must share information with the nurses’ aides, to allow time to arrange medication for patients’ surgery or for the patients with pain through cancer, who require pain medication. (Interview-1: A 48-year-old female nurse with 25 years’ experience)

It is crucial that treatment for pain and nursing care are available when needed, and that the nurse’s ability to adopt pain management approaches encompasses Thai culture. For instance, Mee nam jai relates to all people helping one another, but also to the nurse being willing to help their team members, even when they do not request help.

One patient was in the third day following cyst excision in the intestine. At first, he felt pain, then I gave morphine, 3 mg, around the clock. On the second day, he was a lot better, and his wound had reduced pus, so I gave him paracetamol and that was enough for him. If necessary, I would have used injected pain medication. Today, he is better and can perform activities by himself. (Interview-3: A 23-year-old male nurse with 3 years’ experience)

This indicates that a powerful level of engagement exists between the nurses and the patients. It is important to nursing practice that the strategies they adopt should be conducive to building a trustful relationship with the patient and their relatives and to provide information about pain relief and the recovery phases for patients in postoperative care. The most important issue in the control of pain in postoperative phases is that pain medication and nursing care should be made available when the patient needs it. The nurse can successfully control the patient’s pain intensity when they need it by administering the prescribed dose, but they first need a standing order to be raised by the physician (i.e., a morphine injection every four or six hours in the 24 to 48 hours after surgery), and this is often raised only after they have been alerted by the complex and time-consuming reporting system.

4. Discussion

Our results indicated that the system of nurses’ pain management in daily practice involves the nurses’ perceptions of the patient in pain, methods of assessing pain, and that the nursing approaches adopted to manage pain management vary according to the individual nurse. Furthermore, the findings show that “pain management” is a system of different structures in which nurses’ maneuvers handle patient’s pain. Moreover, the findings included indications that the nurses employed reflective practice, which was emphasized and understood as being about how the Thai culture and nursing culture influenced their practices on a day-to-day basis in the postoperative ward. As similar to previous studies, we found that the cultural aspects of nursing impact on pain management practices including cultural and religious aspects related to ‘Thainess’, Buddhism, the nursing profession and nurse–patient, doctor–patient relationships (8-10, 19). Issues in the communication of information about the patients’ pain and subsequent treatment of postoperative pain were identified in some part to cause delays and may hamper the adequacy of the use of available analgesics for pain relief. Cultural sensitivities within the Thai context sometimes hindered the interaction between the nurses and the patients, whereas, had they engaged their ability to foster trust between the nurses and patients, this might instead have led to successful pain management when the patients needed it most (Figure 1).
The “Responding to and addressing patients’ postoperative pain system model” reveals how the overlapping management systems interact and are dependent on each other. As reflected in the focus group discussions, the lack of knowledge of nursing skills was identified as a main element of causing delays in treating the patients’ pain, and this was caused mostly by the complexity of the communication, that is to say, the interaction between nurses’ aides, nurses, physicians, and patients in pain. In the last few decades, pain management guidelines have changed significantly for hospitals achieving accreditation by The Royal College of Anesthesiologists of Thailand and the Thai Association for the Study of Pain (24). One of the indicators of these guidelines was that pain levels are defined as the fifth vital sign and that these are to be assessed every four hours for postoperative patients in a surgical setting, however, the guidelines do not provide qualified means for measuring the quality of managing pain for patients in pain (8, 10, 17, 25).

Nurses act as coordinators in responding to patients in pain within a system that provides information, direction and support by using double- and triple-control methods which are mostly concerned with generating documents and records to support the patient’s pain relief (17, 20). These findings support previous evidence in pain assessment knowledge of the quality of care that is needed to support improved outcomes for patients who are in postoperative recovery (27). Further, nurses must seek to exploit their own clinical experience, patient values, and the best research evidence in the decision-making process to help relieve their patients’ pain (26). Effective pain assessment and pain management should extend to the patients’ demands, and their levels of pain should be evaluated comprehensively. The subjective nature of pain means that it must not only be treated based on numerical evidence-based guidelines, but also within the patient’s own preferences and cultural context (25-27). For instance, an evaluation strategy would require an awareness of the nursing approach by listening to the patients’ experiences about their pain and experiences of pain care within the context and depending on the religious and cultural perspective and the pre-existing social attitudes (5, 23, 28).

Although the nurses’ perceptions of their patients’ pain were demonstrated appropriately in relation to pain as being discomfort, restricted mobility and changed mood, the nurses delayed responding to their patients in pain. This delay was mostly caused by the processes of responding to pain; the nurses’ aides asked the patient for numerical pain scores, they wrote down the scores, plotted them on the graph, and then recorded them in a document before the nurses could respond (18, 26). It was not clear why the nurses waited for the patients to ask for help, but we found that the nurse-patient relationship often focused on the impact of the presence of the patient’s relatives to help in communicating. Reflective practices helped the nurses to consider how cultural sensitivities might be hindering the interaction between the nurses and the patients, whereas if they engaged their abilities to build trust between the nurses and patients, this might lead to achieving successful pain management when the patients need it (6, 9, 10, 15, 29). Communication is vital in the nurse’s role and is essential to collaborating with other healthcare professionals and their patients, particularly in relation to improving the overall outcomes of their approaches to the practice of pain management (17, 19, 30).
5. Conclusions
In summary, this study showed that pain management is not one, but rather several complex structures, in which nurses’ maneuvers vary in handling patient’s pain. Nurses’ approaches to managing these structures create pain management protocols, which undoubtedly will vary among the individual nurses towards the patients. To illustrate these structures, this study presented a “Responding to and addressing patients’ postoperative pain system model”. By linking culture, experiences, a scoring system and nurses managing strategies, a richer understanding can be gained regarding the complexity of pain management. The study also gives some indications of why pain management sometimes does not live up to the standards expected from patients and intentions in policies. We recommend that policymakers, educational and clinical institutions need to address not only the different management structures that exist regarding pain management, but also how they are connected as we have presented in this model. These findings can serve to challenge existing guidelines and facilitate the development of new nursing guidelines and/or policies in pain management. It is therefore important to bring about a change in nursing culture that in turn will influence the protocol process, the cost of providing healthcare, and improvement trends in the surgical field, such as decreasing complications, decreasing the average length of stay and meeting the increasing demands of flexibility and efficiency that patients need.
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